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Abstract I:

Abstract II: The article explores possibilities of creating a space to develop empathy in 
teaching foreign languages and cultures. It draws upon studies on empathy 
(Deardo   loom  Guntersdsorfer  Goulbeva ), the ideas of 
intercultural competence and citi enship ( yram ,  yram et al. ) 
and thirdspace  as theorised by Ed ard o a ( ), highlighting the impor-
tance of emotions in intercultural education. If we consider the phenomenon 
of the spatial turn  in its pedagogical dimension, o a’s conceptualisation of 
a “thirdspace” can be connected to the development of an alternative learning 
space for inter-linguistic and intercultural interactions, enhanced and shaped 
by social relationships, designed through cross-institutional collaborations, 
and achieved through virtual exchanges. A space that is built in terms of the 
lived experiences of those who inhabit it can foster empathy. The author pre-
sents a virtual exchange project for intercultural citizenship between Italy and 
the U.S.A. where one of the key objectives is building empathy and allowing 
the verbalisation of students’ emotional understanding.

L’articolo esplora possibilità di creare uno spa io che sviluppi l’empatia 
nell’insegnamento delle lingue e culture straniere. i basa su studi sull’empa-
tia (Deardo   loom  Guntersdsorfer  Goulbeva ), sulle idee 
di competen a e cittadinan a interculturale ( yram ,  yram et al. 

), e sull’idea di ter o spa io  come teori ata da Ed ard o a ( ), e 
mette in eviden a l’importan a delle emo ioni nell’educa ione interculturale. 
Se consideriamo il fenomeno del cosiddetto “spatial turn” nella sua dimensio-
ne pedagogica, la concettuali a ione proposta da o a di un ter o spa io  
può essere connessa allo sviluppo di uno spazio di apprendimento alternativo 
per intera ioni interlinguistiche e interculturali, ampliato e delineato da rela-
ioni sociali, pianificato attraverso collabora ioni cross-culturali, e costruito 

attraverso scambi virtuali. Uno spazio che è costruito sulla base delle espe-
rien e vissute di coloro che lo popolano pu  favorire l’empatia. L’autrice pre-
senta in sintesi uno scambio virtuale di cittadinan a interculturale tra l’Italia 
e gli tati niti, dove uno degli obiettivi principali  lo sviluppo dell’empatia 
e la verbalizzazione della comprensione emotiva da parte degli studenti.
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1. Introduction: should empathy be taught in intercultural education?1

The article explores possibilities of creating a space to develop empathy through intercultur-
al competence in teaching foreign languages, cultures and literatures. It dra s upon stud-
ies on empathy (Deardo   loom  Guntersdsorfer  Goulbeva ), the ideas 
of intercultural competence and citi enship ( yram ,  yram et al. ) and of 
thirdspace  as theorised by Ed ard o a ( ), highlighting the importance of emotions 

in intercultural education.  telecollaborative pro ect bet een Italy and the . . ., here 
one of the ey ob ectives is the verbalisation of students’ emotional understanding and feel-
ings, is presented in synthesis. hould empathy be taught in schools and higher education  
The opponents o er t o principal reasons: empathy cannot be taught  empathy is not relat-
ed to academic achievement. In truth, there are in fact doubts about hether empathy can 
be taught :

against the background of increased global mobility and the need to communicate ef-
fectively across cultures, the development of Emotional Intelligence (EI) is of gro ing 
importance to those involved in intercultural education. There are important theoret-
ical synergies bet een EI, hich is comprised of components such as self-a areness, 
self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social s ills (Goleman ), and models of 
intercultural competence (I ) commonly utili ed in intercultural education . In 
particular,  empathy has recently attracted attention from ne  perspectives (Ep-
ley  loom  reithaupt a, b) (Guntersdsorfer  Goulbeva : ).

In all interpersonal interactions, interlocutors must be able to interpret and to under-
stand emotional cues of others while at the same time regulate their own internal experi-
ence of emotion and how it is expressed through non-verbal and verbal communication. 
These processes and abilities are excepionally important in intercultural communication 
since the misreading of emotional cues can lead to misunderstandings. Furthermore, this is 

1  For “Intercultural education” I referred to the UNESCO guidelines for Intercultural Education, ritten by the 
ection of Education for Peace and uman Rights, Division for the Promotion of uality Education, Educa-

tion ector. The introduction opens as follo s: In a orld e periencing rapid change, and here cultural, 
political, economic and social upheaval challenges traditional ays of life, education has a ma or role to play 
in promoting social cohesion and peaceful coexistence. Through programmes that encourage dialogue be-
t een students of different cultures, beliefs and religions, education can ma e an important and meaningful 
contribution to sustainable and tolerant societies. Intercultural Education is a response to the challenge to 
provide quality education for all. It is framed within a Human Rights perspective as expressed in the Univer-
sal Declaration of uman Rights ( ): Education shall be directed to the full development of human per-
sonality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial and religious groups, and shall further the 
activities of the nited Nations for the maintenance of peace’  https: unesdoc.unesco.org ar :
pf  (consulted on ).
  t the merican ssociation of Teachers in Foreign Languages ( TFL) conference in , a notable in-

cident occurred hen a scholar called-out in a self-confident voice: ell, you cannot teach empathy ’ In the 
cro ded session, hich as attended by more than a hundred people addressing the importance of an inter-
cultural approach in foreign language teaching, nobody openly disagreed ith this statement  (Guntersdor-
fer  Golubeva : ).
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true because empathising ith others ho may have di erent values and perspectives can 
be difficult ( reithaupt a: - ). Empathy can help to foreground abilities that, in turn, 
support individuals to manage the emotional challenges of interpersonal relations.

2. Theoretical foundations
It is clearly beyond the scope of this article to attempt a comprehensive theoretical synthesis 
of empathy and intercultural competence  I ill instead try to point out pivotal ideas from 
work that has addressed empathy within intercultural education. 

2a. Empathy: Ivett Guntersdorfer’s and Irina Golubeva’s studies
In Emotional Intelligence and Intercultural ompetence: Theoretical uestions and Ped-
agogical Possibilities  ( ) Ivett Guntersdorfer and Irina Golubeva interestingly revie  
work which has focused on empathy . esides citing Daniel Goleman’s boo  Emotional In-
telligence ( ), they refer to the revised meaning of empathy by ohn D. Mayer and Peter 

alovery ( : ), ho initially defined it ( : ): 

Emotional Intelligence involves the ability to perceive accurately, appraise and e -
press emotion  the ability to access and or generate feelings hen they facilitate 
thoughts  the ability to understand emotion and emotional no ledge  and the abili-
ty to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth.

This conceptualisation is seen as particularly relevant for intercultural education since 
“it validates emotion as a source of thinking and makes explicit the importance of being able 
to analy e emotion as a ay of deepening understanding of the self and other  (Gunters-
dorfer  Golubeva : ). Paul loom ( : ) defines empathy as the act of coming 
to experience the world as you think someone else does”. Empathy is viewed as the dis-
position that enables one to put her himself in another’s place, and conse uently be able 
to understand or udge others’ emotions and share the feelings of another person. Michael 

yram ( : ) states that empathy is more demanding than tolerance in that it re uires 
understanding, an activity rather than a passive acceptance  it re uires change of vie point, 

hich has to be or ed to ards, engaged ith .
Guntersdorfer and Golubeva start their analysis by re ecting on the German ord 

for empathy, Mit-Erleben ith-living, co-e perience  ( reithaupt b: ). This con-
cept is echoed in the above-mentioned definition of empathy given by loom. The idea 

  Guntersdorfer and Golubeva distinguish bet een ognitive empathy (understanding), Emotional empathy 
(emotional response) and Intercultural empathy (others’ perception of events situations). 
  Focusing on the European perspective, yram refers to the three volumes Reference Framework of Competenc-

es for Democratic Culture, ouncil of Europe, and indicates the value of empathy, listed among the s ills in the 
model of competences: autonomous learning s ills  analytical and critical thin ing s ills  s ills of listening 
and observing  empathy  fle ibility and adaptability  linguistic, communicative and plurilingual s ills  coop-
eration s ills  conflict-resolution s ills ( eynote speech at the conference Educating the Global iti en. Inter-
national Perspectives on Foreign Language Teaching in the Digital ge , held in Lud ig-Ma imilians- ni-
versität, Munich in -  March ).
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of ith-living, co-e perience  has an emotional a ective dimension, hich includes the 
ability to access and or generate feelings hen they facilitate thoughts  the ability to un-
derstand emotion and emotional no ledge  (Mayer  alovery : ). e can deduce 
that ithout empathy the ability to regulate emotions, cope and react appropriately in an 
intercultural encounter (or in any ind of successful interpersonal interaction) ould not be 
possible  (Guntersdorfer  Golubeva : ) .

Lisa ollings orth, Mary . Didelot and udith . mith ( : ) state that  
of the hate crimes reported in the  occur ithin schools, and argue that it is the role of 
the educator to teach empathy to students because it cannot be assumed that these skills 
are being addressed within the family setting. Expressing care for another is not an innate 
ability inherently present in some more than others, but rather a s ill that can be taught and 
nurtured through a supportive educational environment. elen Riess ( ), in her role as 
director of the empathy and relational science program at Massachusetts General ospital, 
recently developed a series of online courses aimed at training physicians on connecting 
more e ectively ith people. ccording to her research, empathy is a mutable and teacha-
ble human competency.

Ta ing into consideration this research, Guntersdorfer and Golubeva ( ) argue that 
empathy should be taught since it is a desirable uality in many or -places  schools and 
university campuses are no  much more diverse (ethnically, culturally, economically, so-
cially)  empathy is important in developing intercultural competence because it helps ta -
ing an ethnorelative vie  of cultural phenomena (Deardo  ): 

e believe that it is important for the field of intercultural education to ta e up el-
en Riess’s  insights to e pand the possibilities for systematically incorporating activ-
ities and materials to enhance empathy and other aspects of emotional intelligence 
for intercultural communication . In terms of classroom practice, e believe it is 
advantageous to address empathy and other aspects of EI without an intercultural fo-
cus in the first instance. For e ample, teachers can help students re ect on the general 
role of empathy in human emotional functioning and relationship management, such 
as by dra ing attention to ho  humans e perience and perceive emotions (Gunters-
dorfer  Golubeva : ).

Nicholas Epley ( ) and other social psychologists affirm that perspective-ta ing 
alone is not enough. Instead of “taking-perspectives” (implicitly tracing observed behav-
iours to intentions), they encourage to consider getting-perspectives , meaning the ver-
balisation and the verification of our perceived cues ( ohnson  echler  mes, en-
amin  roc ner  Epley : - ). Referring to these studies, Guntersdorfer and 
Golubeva emphasise the importance of meta-cognitive tas s hen addressing empathy in 

  Recently, scholars have also e plored the dar  side  of empathy, specifically esse Prince ( ), Paul 
loom ( ) and Frit  reithaupt ( b) arning about assigning only positive attributes to empathy, hich 

can be used for manipulative instrumentalisation in intercultural situations with an uneven distribution of 
po er bet een the interlocutors. In this respect loom rites: Empathy is li e cholesterol ith a good type 
and a bad type  ( : ).
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the intercultural communication classroom, facilitating opportunities in hich students can 
gain e perience in relating emotions and spending more time on personal re ections. 

nce a certain amount of a areness has been raised regarding the nature of empathy, 
students can be encouraged to consider the cultural variability of emotional expe-
rience, the challenges of interpreting emotional clues across cultures, and the role 
that empathy plays in increasing one’s attentiveness to the e ect of emotion on inter-
cultural communication  students can be encouraged to consider ho  empathy 
helps individuals ith interpreting and relating across cultural boundaries ( yram 

) and using dialogue around emotional e perience to communicate e ectively 
and appropriately in intercultural conte ts (Deardo  ) (Guntersdorfer  Golube-
va : ).

Teachers can experiment with creative ways of helping students to become more at-
tuned to the ays in hich individuals e perience and communicate emotions. T here is 
a clear role for the teacher to create opportunities for students not only to empathise with 
individuals from diverse bac grounds but also to be able to formulate one’s perceptions and 
see  to understand emotions in dialogue ith others  (Guntersdorfer  Golubeva : ).

2b. Intercultural competence and intercultural citizenship: Michael Byram
There is a synergy ith or  conducted by Michael yram ( ) and Darla . Deardor  
( ) in relation to empathy. yram’s ( ) notion of interpreting and relating  under-
lines that intercultural competence is not a form of static knowledge that resides within 
each individual, but rather is something that is achieved as interlocutors actively interpret 
linguistic and non-linguistic messages and draw on cultural knowledge to enhance com-
mon ground. Emotional cues are necessarily embodied within linguistic and non-linguistic 
messages and are therefore a core part of the meaning-making process which requires to be 
negotiated. Related to this, Deardo  ( ) emphasises the importance of empathy and 
ta ing ethnorelative vie  of cultural phenomena in developing intercultural competence, 

hich she sees primarily in terms of interacting e ectively and appropriately  (Guntersdor-
fer  Golubeva : ). 

yram ( ) as one of the first researchers to define intercultural competence. e 
argued that hen people from other languages and or cultures interact in a social conte t, 
they contribute ith hat they no  about their o n country, but also ith hat they 

no  and thin  of people from other cultures. In this sense, both no ledge and attitude 
are important and they are a ected by the processes of intercultural communication, hich, 
in his ords, refer to the s ills of interpretation and establishing relationships bet een as-
pects of the t o cultures  and the s ills of discovery and interaction  ( yram : ). In 
order to organise the intercultural dimension, hich consists of sustaining interaction and 
building communication for the development of intercultural s ills, e firstly need to o er 
students the opportunity to build relationships and develop communicative tools, hile at 
the same time helping them to re ect on di erent ays of doing things and the ability to 
accept di erent vie s and opinions. Intercultural competence consists of a set of cognitive, 
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a ective, and behavioural s ills and characteristics that support e ective and appropriate 
interaction in a variety of cultural conte ts  ( ennett : ). 

n ever-increasing although challenging ob ective in teaching foreign languages, cul-
tures and literatures is the development of intercultural citi enship, hich envisions learn-
ers as or ing actively to deal ith orld issues (Leas  : ) hile tac ling them in 
conte t specific settings (Porto  yram : ). Intercultural iti enship integrates the 
pillar of intercultural communicative competence from foreign language education with the 
emphasis on civic action in the community from citi enship education (Porto ). 

The concept of intercultural citi enship  (I ), hich as introduced by yram 
( ), is postulated as a learning outcome to guide curriculum designers and teach-
ers in school and higher education. . It is parallel to other concepts such as global 
citi enship , intercultural competence , or cultural a areness , hich are com-
monly used in education  ( agner  yram : )6.

In yram’s recent intercultural citi enship construct he focuses on the concept of active 
citi enship, being involved in the life of one’s community, both local and national  ( ag-
ner  yram : ). Intercultural citi enship is instrumental in promoting the develop-
ment of foreign language speaking citizens who are able to act and interact in international 
conte ts e ectively, through active citi enship implemented through civic actions in their 
o n national communities (Porto, oughton  yram : )7. Intercultural citizenship 
occurs hen people ho perceive themselves as having di erent cultural affiliations from 

one another interact and communicate, and then analy e and re ect on this e perience and 
act on that re ection by engaging in civic or political activity  ( ryam, Golubeva, ui  

agner : ). 

2c. The creation of an alternative learning space from Edward Soja’s ‘thirdspace’: virtual exchange
The debate on the perception of space has been particularly lively over the last five decades. 
In  in La production de l’espace enri Lefebvre ( - ) considered social space, in 
an attempt to establish the importance of lived’ e periences  he argued that geographical 
space is fundamentally social. Lefebvre implies that absolute space’ cannot e ist because 
it is colonised by social activity. Every society produces its o n space, hich is a realm of 
social relations. In  Ed ard o a ( - ) referred to Lefebvre, and in his boo  Post-
modern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory confirmed the importance 

6  In particular, yram’s concept of intercultural citi enship entails: learning more about one’s o n country 
by comparison  learning more about otherness’ in one’s o n country (especially linguistic ethnic minorities)  
becoming involved in activities outside school  ma ing class-to-class lin s to compare and act on a topic in 
t o or more countries ( yram : ).
7  agner’s and yram’s most recent definition of intercultural citi enship follo s: causing facilitating inter-
cultural citi enship e perience, hich includes activities of or ing ith others to achieve an agreed end  
analysis and reflection on the e perience and on the possibility of further social and or political activity  
thereby creating learning that is cognitive, attitudinal, behavioural change in the individual  and a change in 
self-perception, in relationships ith people of different social groups (Porto, oughton  yram : - ).
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of the study of space. e contended that our current environment is, before all else, a social 
construction of space. Referring to Lefebvre and Michel Foucault ( - ), in Thirdspace 
( ) o a criticised the t o prevailing modes of analysing space, a dominant approach 
that interpreted the spatiality of our lives primarily in terms of the configuration of mate-
rial forms, mappable things in space , and a more sub ective alternative that emphasised 
mental representations of those material mappable forms. Lefebvre called these two modes 
conceived space  (professional and theoretical  cartographers, urban planners, property 

speculators) and perceived space  (of everyday social life and commonsensical percep-
tion). Lefebvre proposed a third mode hich he called lived space’, affirming that the per-
son ho is fully human also d ells in a lived space  of the imagination. imilarly, Foucault 
noted these t o dominant modes of thin ing about space, and suggested they ere insuffi-
cient to understand the simultaneously real and imagined other  spaces in hich e live, 
in hich our individual biographies are played out, in hich social relations develop and 
change, and in hich history is made. In a lecture held by Foucault in  on Des espaces 
autres , and in an essay of the same title published in , he described space as an active 
and heterogeneous medium. hat Lefebvre called lived space , Foucault called espaces 
autres , other  spaces, significantly di erent spaces, a counter-space that e ists outside the 
usual order of things. o a’s concept of thirdspace  is derived from Foucault’s and Lefeb-
vre’s notion of a counter-space, Lefebvre’s lived space  and Foucault’s espaces autres . 

e uses the concept of thirdspace  to refer to a specific ay of thin ing about and inter-
preting socially produced space. It is a ay of thin ing that sees the spatiality of our lives, 
the human geographies in hich e live, as having the same scope and critical significance 
as the historical and social dimensions of our lives . 

In Foucault’s lecture of  on Des espaces autres , here the interest is directed 
to ards space as a cultural construct  and social product , e could trace bac  the actu-
al origin of the concept of spatial turn , a cultural trend over the last fe  decades hich 
has been responsible for in the reinsertion of space into the social sciences and humanities 
( arf  rias ). If e consider the spatial turn  in its pedagogical dimension, and 
Foucault’s, Lefebvre’s and o a’s conceptualisation of a counter-space, e can detect a pos-
sible connection between this counter-space and the development of an alternative learn-
ing space, enhanced and shaped by social relationships, a relational counter-space . The 
relevance of foreign languages and literatures has increased immensely in the education of 
critical and collective, local and global citi ens  the necessity of e panding learning envi-
ronments through the conception and allocation of further spaces for inter-linguistic and 

  In Seeking Spatial Justice ( ) o a rites: For at least the past century, thin ing about the interrelated 
historical and social aspects of our lives has tended to be much more important and widely practiced than 
emphasi ing a pertinent critical spatial perspective . In recent years, ho ever, the ay e interpret the 
relation bet een the social, the historical, and the spatial aspects of our lives has begun to change in signifi-
cant ways. A new and different approach to thinking about space and spatiality has been emerging in con-
unction ith hat some have described as a spatial turn affecting nearly all the human sciences  ( : ).
  The idea of relational counter space has been interestingly discussed by abine nierbein in Public space 

as relational counter space: scholarly minefield or epistemological opportunity  (Tornaghi  nierbein 
).
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intercultural interactions is no  evident. ays to achieve alternative, meaningful environ-
ments in teaching second and foreign languages and cultures can be experimented through 
the creation of counter-spaces , spaces for inter-linguistic and intercultural interactions 
enhanced and shaped by the social relationships and spatial practices that unfold in and 
through that space, and hich could be designed through cross-institutional collaborations 
and virtual exchanges between students. A space which is built in terms of the lived experi-
ences of people can foster empathy. 

hy virtual e change  ver the course of the last decade technology appears to have 
become the primary means through which new spaces of educational interactions are creat-
ed. Telecollaboration, nline Intercultural E changes or Virtual E change , are terms used 
to refer to the engagement of groups of learners engaged in online intercultural interactions 
and collaboration projects with partners from other cultural contexts or geographical loca-
tions as an integrated part of their educational curriculum. In recent years, approaches to 
virtual e change have evolved in di erent conte ts and di erent areas of education, and 
these approaches have had very diverse organisational structures and pedagogical objec-
tives ( ’Do d )11. There is an increasing amount of literature on initiatives related to 
joint international online learning environments that use synchronous video communica-
tion tools to teach a foreign language. The perceived outcomes illustrate positive results 
both in terms of language ac uisition and in terms of learning e perience for students. Vir-
tual exchange is widely seen as having a high potential of removing physical and mental 
boundaries bet een learners, and o ering opportunity for cross-national dialogue. verall, 
virtual exchange aims to foster the development of foreign language skills but also of inter-
cultural competence through culture-based activities. esides promoting language learning, 
good  telecollaborative tas s (see yram, Golubeva, ui  agner ) foster the inter-

cultural analysis of the practices and values of the cultures of the groups involved in the 
virtual e changes. Robert ’Do d recently rote that 

although progress might be slo , it is clear that, in a orld increasingly character-
ised by the rise of right- ing e tremism, religious fanaticism, and populist political 
movements, virtual e change ill have an important role to play as educators strive 
to develop active, informed, and responsible citi ens ho are tolerant of di erence 
and ho are actively engaged in political and democratic processes ( : ).

The intercultural citizenship-related dimension of virtual exchange envisions learners 
as active global agents able to tac le orld challenges (Leas  : ). ere, telecollabora-

  I ill follo  Robert ’Do d’s proposal to use Virtual Exchange as an umbrella term, in R. ’Do d ( : 
).

11  The term telecollaboration’ has been used to describe many different types of online e changes, ranging 
from loosely guided language practice of the target language (e.g. online conversations in te t or oral chat) to 
elaborately designed pro ect-based collaborative e changes  (Dooly  ’Do d : ). In recent years, 
approaches to virtual e change have evolved in different conte ts and different areas of education, and these 
approaches have had, at times, very diverse organisational structures and pedagogical ob ectives  ( ’Do d 

: ).
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tive tas s are e pected to foster not only students’ foreign language s ills and intercultural 
competence but also learners’ engagements ith global problems tailored to local conte ts: 
intercultural citizenship education means that learners would be encouraged to act together 
with others in the world and that those others would be in other countries and speakers 
of other languages. hile engaged in intercultural citi enship-focused virtual e change, 
partner groups analyse together topics related to their own societies within an intercultural 
frame or  as a result of the co-participated analysis, each national group plans and carries 
out a form of civic action in its o n community to foster social changes (Porto, oughton  

yram : ): language  learners  ould decide on a pro ect of significance in their 
community, share ideas and plans ith each other, critically analyse the reasons assump-
tions in their plans by comparison ith the plans of the other group, carry out and report to 
each other their pro ects  ( yram et al. : ). From an intercultural citi enship perspec-
tive, it is e pected that virtual e change tas s ill foster transformative processes in the stu-
dents engaged in virtual e change: as Liddicoat and carino suggest t he goal of learning 
is to decenter learners from their pre-exiting assumptions and practices and to develop an 
intercultural identity through engagement with an additional culture. The borders between 
self and other are e plored, problemati ed, and redra n  ( : ). These inds of pro ects 

ill allo  the development of civic actions in local national communities: t here is a chal-
lenge  about ho  to ma e linguistic-competence oriented courses not only intercultural 
but also citi enship-oriented  (Porto, oughton  yram : ). entral to intercultural 
citi enship pro ects is the opportunity given to students to build relationships, to recognise 

hat they thin  and hat they feel and to verbalise their o n and others’ thoughts and 
emotions e ectively.

3. A virtual exchange between Italy and the U.S.A. 
ased on the recommendations made by ’Do d and are ( ), ’Do d ( , ), 
yram, Golubeva, ui and agner ( ) and Guntersdorfer and Golubeva ( ) about 

factors that educators should consider when designing and implementing tasks for virtual 
e changes, e created an intercultural pro ect bet een Italy and the . . . , hich ill 
be presented in synthesis  one of the main ob ectives is building (intercultural) empathy in 
teaching foreign languages, cultures and literatures.  transnational, telecollaborative pro-
ect, namely Language For ard Initiative , ill be developed over three years ( utumn 

  pring ) at the niversity of Virginia. Eleven languages programmes, including 
Italian, are involved in this initiative and each programme has designed a uni ue virtual 
place to develop students’ cultural and linguistic uency. In this conte t, e designed a 
foreign language ac uisition pro ect based on a virtual e change bet een Italian tudies, 

Va, and a pre- niversity institution, an Italian upper-secondary school in Milan. ur pro-
ect created a virtual space as an integrated part of the educational curriculum, parallel to 

  The pro ect as designed by Roberta Trap  ( chool of Languages and Linguistics, niversity of Mel-
bourne) and Francesca alamita (Italian tudies, niversity of Virginia, the coordinator of the research group 
on the Language For ard Initiative , Institute of orld Languages). It is supported by a efferson Trust 

ard a arded to the Institute of orld Languages in pring .
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the space-time of traditional class-tuition, hich students inhabit ith a great degree of 
autonomy. ith regards specifically to course design, e blended face-to-face foreign lan-
guage lessons with Skype-mediated digital learning. Thirty North American students stud-
ying Italian ere partnered for t o semesters ( utumn  and pring ) ith thirty 
Italian upper-secondary school studying English to talk in dyads in desktop videoconfer-
encing about selected conversational topics through a synchronous video communication 
tool ( ype). During the virtual e change, students or ed in dyads and met ee ly to 
tal   minutes in Italian and  minutes in English. Dialogical interaction, focused 
on contemporary Italian North merican cultural topics in authentic, communicative lan-
guage learning environments, as promoted through specific activities and tas s: informa-
tion e change, comparison and analysis, and collaboration and product creation ( ’Do d 

 are : - )  opinion e change, decision ma ing, and problem solving. 
The project was divided into six Skype meetings over the course of each semester. The 

creation of oint international online learning spaces o ered students the opportunity to tal  
to distant native speakers of a target language of a similar age. The learners were put in a 
scenario which required them to both use and produce their knowledge in a meaningful con-
te t  they ere encouraged to thin  in a critical and comparative ay, hile practicing the 
target language. The out-of-class technology-mediated activities fostered the development 
of students’ spea ing and interactional s ills and their uency in the target language. More-
over, they also helped students to build relationships and develop intercultural communica-
tive competence by improving their ability to articulate cultural similarities and di erences 
between Italy and North America through culture-based activities. Thus the intercultural 
analysis of the practices and values of the cultures of the groups involved in the virtual 
e changes as fostered. To cultivate the intercultural dimension, e helped the students to 
sustain interaction and build communication, to re ect on di erent ays of doing things 
and to be capable of accepting di erent vie s and opinions.  disposition for critical thin -
ing allo ed students and teachers to re ect on messages and e plore di erences in vie , 
understanding controversies and debates. A focus on empathy provided opportunities for 
students to become experienced in describing emotions and spending more time on person-
al re ections. The foundation of the overall pro ect is that of transporting the student in a 
virtual relational “counter-space” in which “learners examine phenomena and experience 
their own cultural situatedness while seeking to enter into the cultural worlds of others” 
( carino : ) and learning to re ect on their o n and others’ thoughts and emotions, 
and being able to verbalise them e ectively. In this digital space, students are enabled and 
encouraged to leave their ordinary learning environment and to enter, on a ee ly basis, a 
new and far more personalised space for cross-cultural and inter-linguistic exchange.  

efore the ype meetings commenced, students ere given a list of ee ly cultural 
topics, carefully se uenced, to be discussed during the Virtual E change . The topics were 
chosen to foster students’ re ections on culture-specific issues including stereotyping, in-

  In order to integrate face-to-face instructions and online learning effectively, the digital learning pro ect 
provided Va and Italian students ith the opportunity to converse ith distant Italian North merican 
students about culture-specific topics interrelated with the topics dealt within in-class face-to-face instruction.
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tercultural competence, empathy and emotions. A challenging objective for the remaining 
t o academic years (from utumn  to pring ) is that of the development of in-
tercultural citi enship-focused virtual e change, here both groups of students plan and 
carry out civic actions in their local communities. It encourages students to become global 
citizens ready to act and interact in multilingual and international contexts through active 
citi enship ( agner  yram : ). This is done by ta ing students out of their comfort 
zone and engaging them in real-world tasks and contributions through an intercultural cit-
i enship pro ect of significance in their o n communities: after focus groups discussions 

ith students, e have chosen to deal ith gender e uality and the use of gender-inclusive 
language. s such, the ob ectives are: learning beyond the classroom’s alls through virtual 
e change and contact ith local organisations (gender e uality and gender-based violence)  
community engagement  intercultural communicative competence  intercultural active cit-
i enship  solidarity and empathy  motivation and engagement (meaningful learning)  lin-
guistic, digital, interpersonal creativity.

This intercultural citizenship virtual exchange consists of two main tasks (in-group and 
out-group): the former is developed ithin the group, and the latter through the trans- tlan-
tic virtual e change. oth groups of students underta e this t o-step tas . First, each group 
of students has to develop and negotiate in class a shared position within the group in class 
on the issue of gender e uality and gender-inclusive language (focus groups  students’ rit-
ten re ections  intervie  ith local organisations and citi ens).  tas  se uence has been 
structured to invite students to re ect on the chosen topic and to be able to verbalise their 
o n and others’ emotions  re ective tas s concentrate on developing negotiation s ills. s 
a second step, students have to discuss the topic ith their peers across the tlantic cean. 

t the beginning students are provided ith the selected topic and materials, and then are 
as ed to e plore them on their niversity chool platforms (definitions, articles and videos 
on campaigns for gender e uality, and for the use of inclusive language or against it). The 
task is to analyse the documents uploaded to websites. The topics are presented within the 
group in class ( elf-Re ection ) and at this point the analysis starts: students debate the 
di erent vie s on gender e uality and inclusive language in their countries in small teams 

ithin the country’ group, and again ithin the hole group. They structure and use eth-
nographic interviews to investigate the issue in their respective language speaking settings 
(local organisations, citi ens). The ne t step is that of developing and negotiating a shared 
analysis and plan actions locally ( elf-Re ection )  the students present in virtual e change 
their o n group’s vie s on the issue tal ing in dyads and in a final group-to-group encoun-
ter  students subse uently consider the other group’s analysis and discuss others’ vie s  
they ill re ect on others’ vie s ( elf-Re ection )  students create collaborative products 
(namely: a ebsite  lessons ithin their o n institution and or in the community  a play) 
to bring the issue of gender equality and gender-inclusive language into their local commu-
nities. This multimodal project allows students to engage critically with Italian and North 

merican media and to become sensitive to the gendered politics of language ( elf-Re ec-

  The tas  se uence follo s some of the indications suggested by Guntersdorfer and Golubeva ( ).
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tion ). tudents ill be as ed ultimately to evaluate the pro ect, including self-evaluation, 
and by providing feedback .

4. Conclusion 
Ideally, this pro ect creates spaces here students’ social participation and engagement is 
stimulated and officially valued, and here international relationships ith students living 
in another country, and lin s ith the local community are formed. It aims to create e ective 
virtual e changes of international teams, in an e ort to address real current social problems 
in innovative ays. It brings critical issues of today’s orld to the fore in the teaching of 
foreign languages, cultures and literatures, and empo ers students to actively re ect upon 
their role in a democratic society. A focus on empathy and solidarity encourages students to 
recognise their emotions and to e press them, activating their ability to regulate emotions, 
cope, act and interact e ectively in intercultural encounters. It ma es them a are of ho  
empathy can help them ith interpreting and relating across cultures, and by using dia-
logue around emotional e perience to communicate e ectively and build relationships in 
intercultural contexts.
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